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Ideas for Secondary Spaces

SECONDARY CLASSROOM IDEA #1

Create the
ultimate
team-based
problem-solving
space
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Team spaces
Fits 28 students
(64m2 footprint)

Get the look
The ultimate space where students can come together to collaborate,
discuss, problem solve and work closely with their peers. Students can
choose their own experience based on their individual or group needs
from table and chairs, to comfortable soft seating, the choice is theirs.

Mobile Teachers Stations
Designed with the active teacher in mind and perfect
for innovative learning environments. Our Mobile
Teachers Stations are a practical tool that moves easily
from space to space.

Postura® Plus 4 Leg on Castor Chairs
Perfect for flexible, collaborative and
multipurpose learning environments.

Big Softie Ottomans
Reinvent your spaces with Big Softies and create your
ideal break out zones for collaborative sessions and
team-based projects.
* Blocs with High Backs and Round Ottomans featured

Style and
functionality with
Engage Tables
Designed to work beautifully
in all learning areas, the
Engage Table range offers an
array of table top shapes to
help transform your spaces
with dynamic settings.
*D End and Double Engage Tables
featured in this idea.
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SECONDARY CLASSROOM IDEA #2

Get the look
Tiered learning enhances sightlines between student and
teacher, supporting collaboration and keeping students
engaged. In this idea setting, students can choose between
sitting, standing or a mixture of both and are free to move
around creating an active learning environment.
Postura® Focus Stools
Perfect partner to the Create-A-Space Benches, the Postura® Focus
Stool has been designed with ergonomics and durability in mind.

Mobile Teachers Stations

Create the space
you need with
Create-A-Space
Benches

Designed with the active teacher in mind and perfect for innovative learning
environments. Our Mobile Teachers Stations are a practical tool that moves
easily from space to space.

Postura® Plus 4 Leg on Castor Chairs
Perfect for flexible, collaborative and multipurpose environments.

Create-A-Table on Castors StingRay Tables

Stand at it, sit at it, move it
around, or lock it down,
Create-A-Space Benches are
perfect for interactive and
engaging learning environments.

Create dynamic spaces with the StingRay’s collaborative shape and small
footprint. Its non-hierarchical shape enables easy transition from small to
medium groups.

Pirouette Table with Postura® Plus Premium Gaslift Chair
Ideal seating zone for teachers.
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Create tiered,
interactive, and
collaborative
learning
environments

Encourage
interaction
Fits 32 students
(64m2 footprint)
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SECONDARY CLASSROOM IDEA #3

Engaged
learning spaces
Fits 30 students
(64m2 footprint)
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Use of tiers
ensures students
stay engaged and
can experiment
with the different
workspaces

Get the look
This hybrid learning space supports varying groups sizes from just a few
to 10, creating interactive and collaborative environments. The use of
Pirouette high tables allows tiered learning where students can choose
whether they want to sit at a table, sit or simply stand at a bench.

Pirouette High Tables
Clever fusion of sophistication, simplicity, and functionality. It’s clean
design and superior quality sets it apart from standard tables.

Mobile Teachers Stations
Designed with the active teacher in mind and perfect for innovative
learning environments. Our Mobile Teachers Stations are a practical
tool that move easily from space to space.

Postura® Plus Sled Chairs
With its sinuous design, the Postura® Plus Sled Chair is great for
the modern-day classroom. Reconfigure a space with ease with its

Collaboration
made easy
with Engage
Jewel Tables

lightweight and agile frame.

Postura® Plus Stools
Based on the genuine science behind the original Postura®,
the stool is ergonomically designed to be ultra-durable and
seriously comfortable for long sitting periods.

Mobile Tote and Storage Units
Practical way to tidy and organise your teaching and student

The unique shape of the
Engage Jewel Table allows
for groups of up to 10 to
collaborate while it’s
clever sizing creates
valuable usable space
within the classroom.

materials. Huge range of configurations and finishes available.
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SECONDARY CLASSROOM IDEA #4

Get the look
A simple yet effective space that encourages excellent
student engagement and allows students and teacher to
feel connected. A great space for in-depth learning and
discussion with a campfire setting offering the perfect
destination for small groups or individual coaching.

Curved Pirouette Tables

Big Softie
Ottomans

Clever fusion of sophistication, simplicity, and functionality. It’s clean
design and superior quality sets it apart from standard tables.

Mobile Teachers Stations

Reinvent your spaces with
Big Softies and create your
ideal break out and
campfire zones for
collaborative sessions and
team-based projects.
Inspired by the humble
building block, our modular
ottomans have been
carefully designed to
playfully work together.

Designed with the active teacher in mind and perfect for innovative
learning environments. Our Mobile Teachers Stations are a practical tool
that move easily from space to space.

Postura Max® Chairs
Proudly over engineered to be the best and most comfortable, it’s the
perfect choice for any school classroom.

Create-A-Tables
Designed to work beautifully in all learning areas, the Create-A-Table
range offers an array of table top shapes to help transform your spaces
with dynamic settings.
*Single and Double Create-A-Tables featured

Add colour, texture
and comfort to your
learning spaces.
*Worm Ottomans featured in this idea.

Australian made
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Mobile Tote and Storage Units
Practical way to tidy and organise your teaching and student materials.
Huge range of configurations and finishes available.

Perfect for
collaboration
and intensive
instruction

Comfort
for the whole
duration
Fits 30 students
(64m2 footprint)
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DESIGN STUDIO IDEA

Create
comfortable,
engaging and
interactive design
studios
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Encourage
imagination
Fits 28 students
(64m2 footprint)

Get the look
Create an interactive and engaging Design studio where students can
develop their skills in creativity, critical thinking and problem-solving,
working independently and collaboratively to develop solutions.

Pirouette Tables
Clever fusion of sophistication, simplicity, and functionality.
It’s clean design and superior quality sets it apart from
standard tables.
*Low and High Pirouette tables featured in idea.

Mobile Teachers Stations
Designed with the active teacher in mind and perfect for
innovative learning environments. Our Mobile Teachers Stations
are a practical tool that moves easily from space to space.

Postura® Plus Stools
Based on the genuine science behind the original Postura®,
the stool is ergonomically designed to be ultra-durable and
seriously comfortable for sitting for long periods of time.

Progress
Unrivalled on durability
and comfort, Progress is
the go-to-choice when
bringing students together.
The versatility and
flexibility is endless
– link, add arms, add a
seat pad or hot stamp
your school logo.

Linkable, stackable,
and lightweight.
Available in a huge range
of colours.
Australian made
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STEM STUDIO IDEA

Get the look
Create the perfect blended learning
environment that supports an
interdisciplinary approach and provokes
creative thinking, critical thinking,
and problem-solving skills. Set up
an environment where students can
brainstorm around desks and provide
enough space where students can get
hands on or carry out experiments.
Create-A-STEM Benches
The ideal bench for hands on STEM spaces.
Highly durable and mobile, these benches
provide all the space and storage you need for

Postura® Plus Stools
Based on the genuine science
behind the original Postura®, the
stool is ergonomically designed
to be ultra-durable and seriously
comfortable for sitting for long
periods of time.
Available with a sled base
or four leg base.

Available in a huge
range of colours.
Australian made
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student exploration and experimentation.

Promote
communication
and collaboration
with the ultimate
STEM space

Collaborative
STEM spaces
Fits 24 students
(64m2 footprint)
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SCIENCE LAB IDEA #1

A space to
experiment
Fits 28 students
(64m2 footprint)
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Encourage
curiosity,
exploration, and
experimentation
with the ideal
science space

Get the look
Create the ideal science lab with ergonomic and comfortable
furniture where students can explore, experiment and discover
amazing new things.

Postura® Focus Stools
Perfect partner to the Create-A-Bench, the Postura®
Focus Stools have been designed with ergonomics and
durability in mind. Available in a range of heights and
an array of colours, it’s the ideal stool for any tiered
learning space.

Create-A-Bench
Sit at it or stand at it,
the Create-A-Bench is
ergonomically designed
for student comfort in
the classroom.
Create an engaging
tiered environment
and improve the
sightlines between
teacher and students.
Available in a range
of sizes.
Compact laminate top
available as an option.
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SCIENCE LAB IDEA #2

Get the look
Engage your students by creating the ultimate science
learning experience through the use of ergonomic and
comfortable lab furniture. Promote exploration and
experimentation allowing your students to develop their
critical thinking and problem-solving skills.

Postura® Plus Stools
Based on the genuine science behind the original Postura®,
the stool is ergonomically designed to be ultra-durable and
seriously comfortable for sitting for long periods of time.

Postura® Focus Stools

Create-A-Space Benches
Stand at it, sit at it, move it around, or lock it down,

Designed with ergonomics and
durability in mind, the Postura®
Focus Stools are a simple yet
stylish solution for modern
learning environments.
Available in a range of heights
and an array of colours, it’s
the ideal stool for any tiered
learning space.
Available in a sled base
or a four leg base.

Available in a huge
range of colours.
Australian made
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Create-A-Space Benches are perfect for interactive and
engaging learning environments.

Reignite
students’ love
for science by
providing the ideal
experimentation
space

For the love
of science
Fits 32 students
(64m2 footprint)
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LIBRARY & RESOURCE CENTRE IDEA

Create an
inviting hub for
students to study
and research as
well as participate
in group
activities
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A hive
for activities

Get the look
Create the ultimate Student Resource Centre, one that
stirs creativity and encourages collaboration. A space
where students are excited to research, learn and grow.
Inspired by the humble building block, our modular Big
Softie Ottomans have been carefully designed to playfully
work together in a ‘system’ of pieces offering the ultimate
in flexibility and modularity. Our integrated Bookcases
are a clever addition making them ideal for libraries and
resource centres.

Add practicality
to your spaces
with our integrated
bookcase solutions
Ideal for libraries and
common areas, our modular
Bookcases are a clever
extension of our Big Softies
range, fitting perfectly into a
huge range of settings.

Curved Bookcase

Straight Bookcase

Trapezoidal Bookcase

Australian made
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At Sebel, we believe great
products make great spaces
Ever since Harry Sebel decided children deserved something better,
we’ve been focused on creating the best furniture we can.
Our products are designed to perform and provide lasting value to
teachers and students as learning spaces and pedagogies evolve.
We’re very proud of our products and we’re always happy
to have a chat about what might work best for you.

Give us a call and we’ll help
make your spaces look great!

03 5333 5977
sales@winesofficefurniture.com.au
Check out our full range at
www.sebelfurniture.com
Sebel-BRO-113 R1
E&OE

PROUDLY
AUSTRALIAN

